DILIGENCE PAYS 8/18/20
Tesla: The Most Dangerous Stock for Fiduciaries
As more investors fear a reversal of the huge market gains since mid-March, they should first eliminate
extremely risky holdings from their portfolios. At the top of our list of extremely risky stocks investors should sell
is Tesla (TSLA: $1,887/share).
Learn more about the best fundamental research
Since we put Tesla in the Danger Zone on July 29, 2019, the stock is up ~700% while the S&P 500 is up just
12%. While this performance, including the recent stock-split-driven price spike, makes TSLA more attractive to
many momentum/technical traders, more cautious investors and fiduciaries should only be more wary and
should consider the unusually high level of risk in the stock given that fundamentals are not driving the price.
This report shows investors of all types just how extreme the risk in TSLA is based on:
•
•
•

Overstated earnings from short-term regulatory credits
Overlooked, but huge, EV market share that incumbent automakers will take
Doing the math: the revenue, profit and production increases implied by the current valuation are highly
unrealistic. Not even the most bullish analysts have forecasted the growth baked into the current price.

The Most Valuable Car Company in the World, or Most Overvalued?
In July 2020, Tesla became the most valuable car company in the world when it eclipsed the market cap of
Toyota Motors (TM).
Figure 1 compares the market share and market caps per car sold for Tesla, Toyota, Honda Motors (HMC),
General Motors (GM), Ford (F), and Fiat Chrysler (FCAU). Of the incumbent automakers, Toyota’s market cap
per car sold is the highest at ~$19.7k. Tesla’s market cap per car sold over the TTM period is $880.2k, or more
than 44 times higher than Toyota.
Is Tesla, with less than 1% of the global automotive market, worth that much more than Toyota, with ~12% of the
market in 2019? Even if Tesla warrants this huge valuation premium now, how much upside is left from here?
Figure 1: Market Cap per Car Sold: Tesla vs. Peers – TTM
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Tesla Turns a Profit Selling Regulatory Credits, Not Vehicles
Tesla’s recently reported profits are based on sales of free regulatory credits to gasoline automakers, whose
fleets, on average, don’t meet regulatory required emissions levels.
Tesla enjoys a 100% profit margin on these credits since the company gets them as a free byproduct of being an
all-electric vehicle maker. In 2Q20 alone, Tesla sold $428 million in regulatory credits on its way to reporting
GAAP net income of $104 million. When we remove these credits, Tesla’s GAAP net income would have been
negative in each of the past three quarters, per Figure 2.
Figure 2: GAAP Profits with and Without Regulatory Credits: 3Q18 – 2Q20
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Selling credits isn’t a viable long-term strategy. As other firms ramp up production of EVs and earn more credits,
they purchase less from Tesla. For example, Fiat Chrysler CEO Mike Manley noted in the firm’s 1Q19 earnings
call that it expects to be compliant without the help of credits from Tesla by 2022. Without the profits from selling
free regulatory credits, Tesla will have trouble increasing its already overstated profits.
Market Share Will Drop Precipitously as Incumbents Enter the EV Market
Tesla bulls tend to overlook the slow, but deliberate and large, entrance that incumbent automakers will make in
the EV market. By 2025, these firms are expected to sell ~3.1 million EVs, which is significantly more than even
the most optimistic estimates for Tesla sales in 2025. For comparison, Tesla sold ~368,000 cars in 2019 and
expects to sell 500,000 in 2020.
•
•
•
•

Volkswagen plans to produce 1.5 million EVs in 2025.
General Motors plans to sell 1 million EVs by 2025.
Toyota plans to produce 500,000 EVs and ~5.3 million electrified vehicles (EVs and hybrids), or half its
global sales in 2025.
Ford is expected to sell ~332,000 EVs in 2025.

Figure 3 illustrates how the incumbent automakers will dominate, relative to Tesla, the EV market by 2025.
Projections for Tesla’s vehicle sales in 2025 vary widely: 2 million from the Trefis Team, 1.3 million from Clean
Technica, and 413,000 from LMC Automotive. We have not found an estimate for Tesla sales that is not well
below the incumbents expected EV sales of ~3.1 million EVs in 2025.
Both Volkswagen and Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi are expected to sell more cars, individually, than Tesla by
2025.
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Figure 3: Past & Projected Electric Vehicle Sales by Manufacturer: 2018 & 2025
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Unable to Match Incumbents’ Investment in EVs
After investing heavily in its operations for years, Tesla has reversed course, presumably to meet profit goals and
reduce dependence on outside capital. Tesla’s capex in 2019 ($1.3 billion) represented just 62% of its
depreciation, amortization, and impairment ($2.2 billion). In other words, net investment was -$827 million.
Over the TTM period, depreciation, amortization, and impairment remains higher than capex and net investment
is -$429 million, per Figure 4.
Tesla is ramping down spending as competitors are ramping up.
Figure 4: Tesla Capex Minus Depreciation, Amortization, and Impairment: 2014-TTM
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Even if Tesla maintained its capex investment at past levels, it would still be just a small fraction of the incumbent
automakers’ spending on EV over the next few years. For example:
•
•
•

Volkswagen Group plans to spend 33 billion euros (~$39 billion at current exchange rates) through 2024.
General Motors plans to spend $20 billion through 2025.
Daimler (Mercedes Benz) plans to spend 10 billion euros (~$11.8 billion at current exchange rates)
through 2022.
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•

Ford plans to spend $11 billion through 2022.
o Total for these four alone: $82 billion

Consulting firm AlixPartners puts the overall incumbent investment in EV even higher at $255 billion by 2022.
Tesla’s capex over the TTM period was just $1.8 billion and plans for future spending remain unclear.
In the firm’s 4Q19 earnings call, when asked about guidance for capex in 2020, CEO Elon Musk said “I don't
know if we wanted to tell you, I don't think we want to say what our capex is going to be this year”.
Tesla must find a way to fund numerous capital intensive projects to have any hope of growing production
capacity and preserving its EV market share:
•
•
•
•
•

Building the Berlin Gigafactory
Build capacity for Model Y at the Shanghai Gigafactory
Building the next US Gigafactory in Austin, Texas
Increase production of Model 3 and Y in its Fremont plant
Develop and built the Tesla Semi, Cybertruck and Roadster

Perhaps, Tesla’s lack of real profits becomes a real problem as the company’s ability to sell stock at such high
prices diminishes and the firm cannot get the capital needed to grow its business.
Incumbents Make Better & Cheaper Cars and Their Market Share Gains Will Persist
Investors should note the operational competitive advantages of the incumbent automakers. Specifically, they
enjoy superior manufacturing, distribution, and marketing scale advantages over Tesla. Those advantages mean
they can produce better vehicles at a lower cost as well as distribute and sell vehicles with more scale and
efficiency. As we approach 2025, the cash flow benefits of those competitive advantages will manifest.
Meanwhile, as Tesla struggles to scale up production, vehicle quality complaints have scaled up, too. J.D. Power
first noted issues with the quality of Tesla’s vehicles in 2017. In the 2020 J.D. Power Initial Quality Survey, Tesla
vehicles, in their first year included in the study, would1 have ranked last among major automakers. The vehicles
were found to have 250 problems per 100 vehicles, much higher than the industry average of 166 problems.
Dodge, owned by Fiat Chrysler, tied with Kia for first with an initial quality score of 136, and Chevrolet, owned by
General Motors, ranked just behind the two with a score of 141. Hyundai, General Motors, BMW, Ford, Nissan,
and Toyota respectively earned the most vehicle model level awards. General Motors’ Yantai Dongyue 2 plant
received the Platinum Quality Award for producing vehicles with the fewest defects or malfunctions.
Is there a bigger competitive advantage in the auto business than the ability to produce higher quality cars at
scale? Maybe, marketing can offset some of that advantage, and Elon Musk is an excellent marketer.
Nevertheless, we think the incumbents will reveal that Tesla is just a flashy boutique automaker that cannot
compete with them in the long run, which begins in 2025.
Not the Only (or Best) Self-Driving Tech in Town
Tesla has boasted about its vehicle’s self-driving capabilities for a long time, even going as far as selling an
“Autopilot” feature for $2,000-$3,000 and a “Full Self Driving” feature for $7,000. The names of these features
are misleading.
Tesla’s misleading marketing of these features has run into trouble with regulators, with a German court banning
the use of “full potential for autonomous driving” and “Autopilot inclusive” from German marketing materials. In
the United States, the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) criticized Tesla for not taking adequate
steps to prevent “foreseeable abuse” of its Autopilot technology.
Furthermore, the Los Angeles Times reports that the NTSB provided recommendations in 2017 for driver-assist
systems to prevent driver inattention and misuse. Automakers including Volkswagen, Nissan, and BMW reported
on their attempts to meet the recommendations, but Tesla did not. On this topic, NTSB Chairman Robert

Tesla isn’t officially included in JD Power’s rankings, because according to Doug Betts, president of the automotive division at J.D. Power,
“unlike other manufacturers, Tesla doesn’t grant us permission to survey its owners in 15 states where it is required. However, we were able
to collect a large enough sample of surveys from owners in the other 35 states and, from that base, we calculated Tesla’s score.”
1
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Sumwalt remarked: “Sadly, one manufacturer has ignored us, and that manufacturer is Tesla. We’ve heard
nothing; we’re still waiting.”
Meanwhile, Tesla is not the only firm with self-driving auto aspirations. Audi, BMW, Daimler, Volvo, Ford,
General Motors, Honda, and Toyota each have their own driver assist and self-driving platforms. Other
automakers, such as Jaguar Land Rover, Nissan, and Renault are partnering with Waymo (owned by Alphabet
(GOOGL) to assist in their self-driving capabilities.
Importantly, Tesla lags some of the incumbent manufacturers and those partnering with traditional automobile
firms. For instance, Consumer Reports ranked General Motors’ Super Cruise ahead of Tesla’s Autopilot system.
MES Insights, an industry research provider, ranks Waymo, GM Cruise, and Ford’s Argo AI startup ahead of
Tesla in terms of expertise and capabilities for self-driving. Lastly, Guidehouse Insights ranked Waymo, Ford and
General Motors first, second, and third respectively in their Automated Driving Vehicles leaderboard. Tesla
ranked last out of the 18 firms included in the analysis.
Battery Technology Will Not Save Tesla’s Stock
Many Tesla bulls readily concede that the stock’s valuation is not based on the car business. Instead, they say
the company’s vastly superior battery technology and its potential impact on the distribution and storage of
power are the real drivers of future profits.
We do not think the current facts support that thesis. At one time, Tesla was way ahead of the competition in the
quality and scale of its battery factories, but that edge has eroded over the last few years.
Cost Advantages Are Fading. As we noted in our Long Idea report on General Motors, the firm’s Ultium battery
pack is expected to cost as little as $120/kilowatt-hour (kWh), and the firm believes the cost will soon fall below
$100/kWh. Volkswagen expects the costs for its ID series will reach $152/kWh by 2020. Across the industry, the
average battery pack cost was $161/kWh, which is down from $236/kWh in 2017.
For comparison, Cairn Energy Research Advisors estimates Tesla batteries cost $158/kWh in 2019.
Range Advantages Are Fading. General Motors recently announced its new battery offers up to 400 miles of
range (a feat Tesla only recently achieved in June 2020, despite a multi-year head-start) and will be used in
several of its new fully electric models, including the Cruise Origin and Cadillac luxury SUV.
Rivian, an EV startup backed by Ford, will offer the option to equip its 2021 R1T with a range over 400 miles.
BMW expects its i4 will provide 370 miles of range, which is equal to the top end of the expected range of Ford’s
Mustang Mach-E. Additionally, Lion Smart, a German based engineering firm aiming to develop energy storage
solutions for auto manufacturers, revealed a BMW i3 with 435 miles of range as a proof-of-concept.
Tesla’s competition on this front grows larger and more advanced every day. All the EV makers are focused on
increasing range of their vehicles, and they are succeeding.
Manufacturing Advantages Are Gone. It’s hard to make a straight-faced argument that Tesla’s battery
production has any kind of an edge over competitors.
•
•
•
•
•

In early 2018, Volkswagen AG secured $25 billion in battery supplies to begin an aggressive push into
electric cars. More recently, Volkswagen announced it was building a battery plant at its Salzgitter site in
Germany with an expected production capacity of 16 gigawatt hours.
China’s Contemporary Amperex Technology, which supplies BMW, Volkswagen, Toyota, Honda,
Daimler, and more, expects to increase its total production capacity to 137 gigawatt hours in 2022.
SK Innovation, which supplies Volkswagen, Kia, Land Rover, and more, is investing $3.9 billion to
expand its annual production to 33 gigawatt hours by 2022.
General Motors entered into a joint venture with LG Chem to produce batteries for its EVs. The plant,
which will be in Lordstown Ohio, will have an annual production capacity of 30+ gigawatt hours.
LG Chem also supplies many other automakers, such as Audi and Mercedes-Benz, with current
capacity of 70 gigawatt hours, and plans to increase capacity to 100 gigawatt hours by end of 2020.
o Total capacity from these producers is ~316 gigawatt hours.

For comparison, Tesla’s Gigafactory in Nevada has a theoretical capacity of 35 gigawatts, but production issues
keep the plant running below full capacity. There is little evidence that any of the knowledge or experience at this
original factory are translating into success at other factories.
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The Gigafactory in Shanghai, which houses production of the Model 3 (and Model Y in 2021), is not expected to
make its own batteries. In mid 2019, Bloomberg reported Tesla agreed to buy batteries from LG Chem for use in
vehicles produced in China, and “plans to use multiple battery suppliers for its China-made cars.”
Battery production at the Gigafactory in Berlin, which is currently under construction and expected to be
operational in July 2021, remains unclear. When the factory was first announced, Elon Musk noted it would have
battery production on site. However, in July 2020, Tesla submitted an updated application for environmental
approval with the local government and battery production plans were removed from the application.
Lastly, details on the recently announced Gigafactory in Austin remain minimal, besides that it will house
production for the Cybertruck, Semi, Model 3 and Model Y. Unless it will produce batteries at a greater capacity
than any existing plant, Tesla can no longer claim to have a scale advantage in battery production.
More generally, Tesla’s battery strategy leaves industry experts skeptical. Michael Ramsey, senior director and
analyst with Gartner’s CIO Research Group believes, “Tesla is more willing to risk their battery not lasting eight
to 10 years and just dealing with the consequences on the back-end.” Additionally Tesla’s decision to use
aluminum, in addition to nickel and cobalt leads to maximum range, but higher fire risk and shorter life cycle, as
reported by The Washington Post.
We think the promise of the earth-shattering battery technology is like many of Mr. Musk’s promises: a distraction
from the true fundamentals of Tesla’s business.
Battery Day Is Just Another Distraction. As usual, rumors of what to expect for this event run the gamut: a
battery that lasts one-million-miles, technological advances in design and/or manufacturing, or that Tesla will
become a battery supplier to the entire auto industry. We do not buy this hype any more than we should have
bought any prior hype. The fact is that the number of missed deadlines from Mr. Musk far exceeds the number of
fulfilled rumors.
The event is more likely to deliver far more pedestrian news. Electrek believes the key announcement will be
how “Tesla plans to not be completely reliant on third-party [battery] manufacturers anymore.” Nothing earth
shattering to be sure. We do not expect there will be any news that will remotely justify the cash flow
expectations baked into the current stock price.
The stock might rally no matter the news as it often rallies for non-fundamental reasons. We think investors with
fiduciary responsibilities would be wise to sell into that strength.
Doing the Math: Reverse DCF Analysis Reveals Unrealistic Expectations
We’ve outlined the competitive forces that will challenge Tesla, and, now, we will illustrate just how overvalued
the stock is in the face of these forces.
We also want to take a moment to recognize that the performance of this stock has rarely, if ever, been about
valuation and that it has earned tremendous returns for many, many investors. Nevertheless, we think the time
has come for those with fiduciary responsibilities to consider just how much risk they take by owning TSLA at
anywhere close to current levels.
At its current price of ~$1,900, Tesla is priced as if it will not only achieve the scale and production of a massmarket automaker and capture a majority of the electric vehicle market, but do so while maintaining its wellabove-average vehicle prices. Below, we use our reverse DCF model to quantify the cash flow expectations
baked into Tesla’s current stock price.
Already Priced for Market Dominance:
To justify its current price of ~$1,900/share, Tesla must:
•
•
•

Immediately achieve a 7% NOPAT margin, which is equal to Toyota’s NOPAT margin (7%), and above
Tesla’s TTM NOPAT margin of 5.6%.
Grow revenue by 32% compounded annually for the next 11 years, which given the margin
improvement, means NOPAT grows 50% compounded annually over the same time.
Grow revenue, NOPAT and FCF without increasing working capital or fixed assets – a highly unlikely
assumption that creates a truly best-case scenario. For reference, Tesla’s invested capital has grown
56% compounded annually since 2010 and 36% compounded over the past five years
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See the math behind this reverse DCF scenario. In this scenario, Tesla would earn $524 billion in revenue 11
years from now, (which would equal 65% of 2027’s projected EV revenues) and the firm’s NOPAT in 2030 would
equal $36.1 billion (vs. $1.5 billion TTM). For comparison, Toyota, the world’s second largest (by revenue)
automobile manufacturer, generated TTM NOPAT of $19.4 billion.
Over the TTM period, only two companies generated NOPAT greater than the NOPAT implied by Tesla’s
valuation: Apple (AAPL) at $54.5 billion and Microsoft (MSFT) at $44.8 billion.
Figure 5 compares the firm’s implied future NOPAT in this scenario to its historical NOPAT. In any scenario
worse than this one, TSLA holds significant downside risk, as we’ll show.
Figure 5: Current Valuation Implies Drastic Profit Growth
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Figure 6 illustrates the expectations baked into Tesla’s stock price compared to the expectations baked into the
next three largest auto manufacturers by market cap: Toyota, Honda Motors, and General Motors. As you can
see, the market currently prices the three incumbents as if profits will severely and permanently drop, while
Tesla’s profits will soar.
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Figure 6: Current Valuation Implies Tesla Profits Soar and Competitors Fall
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No One Expects the Revenues Implied by Tesla’s Stock Price
Per Figure 7, at its current ASP of ~$57k, the current stock price implies the firm will sell 9.2 million vehicles in
2030, or 35% of the entire EV market and 1747% 2 more than expected sales in 2020.
Figure 7: Current Valuation Implies Significant Increase in Number of Vehicles Sold
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If Tesla’s ASP falls to ~$37k, or the average car price in the U.S. in 2019, its implied sales volume in 2030
increases to 14.2 million vehicles in 2030, or 54% of projected EV sales in that year and 2730% more than
expected sales in 2020.

2

Note that Tesla’s stated goal for sales in 2020 is 500,000 vehicles.
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Even if Tesla meets the most optimistic estimate and sells 2 million vehicles by 2025, can it make another
quantum leap in production from 2 million to 9.2 million, or 14.2 million, by 2030?
Morgan Stanley analyst Adam Jonas projects Tesla will sell 3 million units a year by 2030, or less than a quarter
of the sales volume implied by its valuation. The implied value of the stock based on sales of 3 million units in
2030 at the ~$57k ASP is $533/share today – a 72% downside.
We think it is highly unlikely that Tesla will ever sell such a high volume of cars at its current ASP because the
luxury car market is not very large3 relative to the overall automobile market. The fact of the matter is that there
are not very many people on earth that are wealthy enough to afford such an expensive car.
So, investors should consider the implied vehicle sales based on lower ASPs:
•
•
•

14.2 million vehicles - ASP of $37k (average car price in U.S. in 2019)
21.9 million vehicles - ASP of ~$24k (equal to Toyota)
32.9 million vehicles - ASP of ~$16k (equal to General Motors 4)

Figure 8 provides another view into how overvalued TSLA is at current levels. It shows how many vehicles Tesla
must sell at lower ASPs compared to Toyota and GM’s actual 2019 vehicle sales.
Tesla’s valuation implies the company will either sell more cars at a higher ASP than there are buyers or more
cars at a lower ASP than the largest automakers in the world.
Figure 8: Tesla’s Implied Vehicle Sales Vs. Toyota and General Motors’ 2019 Results
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In other words, Tesla’s current valuation implies that, by 2030, the firm will produce and sell at least 33% more
vehicles than Toyota and 84% more than GM produced in 2019. Such an increase in production appears well
beyond the realm of possibility for a firm that has struggled as much and taken as long as it has to reach 368,000
vehicles sold.
Meanwhile, the incumbents’ stock prices imply their vehicle production (measured from 2019 levels) will have
declined by 19% in 2030
Owning or recommending clients own TSLA at these levels does not appear to be a fiduciarily-responsible
option, in our opinion.

3
4

See vehicle sales stats for BMW from 2007-2019, for Lexus from 2018-2019, for Audi from 2005-2019 and for Mercedes from 2018-2019.
*ASP calculated as automotive revenue / number of vehicles sold.
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Significant Downside Even in an Optimistic Scenario
Even if we assume Tesla can achieve a 7% NOPAT margin, equal to Toyota, and grow revenue by 26%
compounded annually (in line with consensus estimates through 2025) for the next decade, the stock is worth
only $813/share today – a 57% downside to the current stock price. See the math behind this reverse DCF
scenario.
Figure 9 compares the firm’s implied future NOPAT in this scenario to its historical NOPAT. This scenario implies
Tesla’s NOPAT 10 years from now will be over $17 billion. For reference, Toyota’s TTM NOPAT is just 13%
higher, at $19 billion.
Figure 9: Tesla Has Large Downside Risk: DCF Valuation Scenario
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Even More Downside in A More Likely Scenario
We think it is likely that Tesla never generates more than $5 billion in NOPAT, which gives it a fundamental value
~$144/share. Our most likely scenario is that investors wake up to Tesla’s competitive disadvantages and knock
the stock down to $250-300/share where a white knight buyer might scoop it up.
S&P 500 Inclusion May Not Be the Boon Some Expect
The big development at the end of 2Q20 was that, due to its fourth consecutive quarter of GAAP net income,
Tesla would now be eligible for inclusion in the S&P 500. Many believe inclusion would cause billions in capital to
flow into TSLA, as fund managers and ETFs that index to the S&P 500 would be forced to buy shares of Tesla.
However, the effects of index inclusion may be short-lived, and not nearly as meaningful as some investors
expect. A new working paper from professors at Ohio State University, Tulane University, and Lancaster
University, “Does Joining the S&P 500 Index Hurt Firms?” investigates the impact of firms of joining the S&P 500
index from 1997 to 2017.
Most importantly on the topic of Tesla’s inclusion, the paper makes two key findings. First, joining the index has a
transitory positive effect but no long-term effect on stock prices in the first half of the sample period (1997-2007).
Second, stock prices of firms joining the index experience no transitory positive effect and negative risk-adjusted
long-term return in the second half of the sample period (2008-2017). In other words, the effect of being added to
the S&P 500 is negative in recent years.
Catalyst: Market Can Remain Irrational, But These Events Could Send Shares Lower
While Tesla reported four consecutive quarters of GAAP profits, it’s clear from our analysis that these profits
aren’t sustainable.
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The regulatory credits not only mislead investors about Tesla’s profitability, but they also teach investors to focus
on GAAP profits, which could set the firm up to miss expectations in the coming quarters. Unlike many other
firms, consensus expectations for Tesla have not fallen as precipitously due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In fact,
expectations for 2020 EPS currently sit at $8.66/share. Meanwhile, expectations for 2021 are nearly two times as
high, at $14.54/share. If Tesla fails to meet or beat these soaring expectations, shares could fall significantly to a
more rational level.
Further, our market share analysis shows that the music will stop for Tesla at some point in the next few years.
With the current stock valuation implying greater market share than Tesla or even its bullish analysts predict, it is
only a matter of time before analysts and investors will have to reconcile their unrealistic hopes with reality.
What Noise Traders Miss With TSLA
These days, fewer investors pay attention to fundamentals and the red flags buried in financial filings. Instead,
due to the proliferation of noise traders, the focus tends toward technical trading tends while high-quality
fundamental research is overlooked. Here’s a quick summary for noise traders when analyzing TSLA:
•
•
•
•

Reported GAAP profits are a mirage driven by non-recurring regulatory credit sales
Competition is projected to ramp up production and surpass Tesla in just a few years
Declining net investment and lack of access to capital undermines Tesla’s growth potential
Valuation implies Tesla can dominate all incumbent automakers and garner over half the projected 2027
EV market revenues

Executive Compensation Adds Additional Risk
Tesla made headlines in early 2018 with a new compensation plan for Elon Musk that the New York Times
described as the “Boldest Pay Plan in Corporate History.” Bold is one way to describe the plan, which provides
for 12 escalating tranches of stock option grants based on hitting market cap, revenue, and adjusted EBITDA
levels. We would call it foolhardy.
In many ways, Musk’s compensation plan reminds us of the misaligned incentives that led to the blowup of
Valeant (VRX). Like Valeant’s plan, Tesla’s compensation plan uses adjusted, “Non-GAAP” measures and
outrageous valuation targets that incentivize excessive risk-taking with no accountability to the true fundamentals
of the business. Tesla’s compensation plan could encourage value-destroying acquisitions, shareholder dilution,
earnings management, and a focus on keeping the stock price higher, rather than building a long-term profitable
business.
Without significant changes to its executive compensation, Elon Musk is incentivized to boost top-line growth
numbers with no attention to prudent capital stewardship. We’d recommend the firm’s compensation committee
tie pay to improving ROIC, which is directly correlated with creating shareholder value.
Insider Trading and Short Interest
Insider activity has been minimal over the past 12 months, with 15 thousand shares purchased and 253
thousand shares sold for a net effect of 238 thousand shares sold. These sales represent less than 1% of shares
outstanding.
There are currently 11.9 million shares sold short, which equates to 6% of shares outstanding and less than 1
day to cover. The number of shares sold short has declined by 6% since last month.
Critical Details Found in Financial Filings by Our Robo-Analyst Technology
As investors focus more on fundamental research, research automation technology is needed to analyze all the
critical financial details in financial filings as shown in the Harvard Business School and MIT Sloan paper, "Core
Earnings: New Data and Evidence”.
Below are specifics on the adjustments we make based on Robo-Analyst findings in Tesla’s 10-Q and 10-K:
Income Statement: we made $1.5 billion of adjustments, with a net effect of removing $1.3 billion in nonoperating expenses (5% of revenue). You can see all the adjustments made to Tesla’s income statement here.
Balance Sheet: we made $9.7 billion of adjustments to calculate invested capital with a net decrease of $412
million. One of the most notable adjustments was $1.2 billion in asset write-downs. This adjustment represented
5% of reported net assets. You can see all the adjustments made to Tesla’s balance sheet here.
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Valuation: we made $62.1 billion of adjustments with a net effect of decreasing shareholder value by $47.5
billion. The most notable adjustment to shareholder value was $37.7 billion in outstanding employee stock
options. This adjustment represents 11% of Tesla’s market cap. See all adjustments to Tesla’s valuation here.
Unattractive Funds That Hold TSLA
The following funds receive our Unattractive-or-worse rating and allocate significantly to Tesla.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Baron Partners Fund (BPTIX) – 31.3% allocation and Unattractive rating
Baron Focused Growth Fund (GFGUX) – 25.3% allocation and Unattractive rating
ARK Autonomous Technology & Robotics ETF (ARKQ) – 13.3% allocation and Unattractive rating
ARK Innovation ETF (ARKK) – 10.8% allocation and Very Unattractive rating
VanEck Vectors Low Carbon Energy ETF (SMOG) – 9.6% allocation and Unattractive rating
American Beacon ARK Transformational Innovation Fund (ADNIX) – 9.5% allocation and Very
Unattractive rating

This article originally published on August 18, 2020.
Disclosure: David Trainer, Kyle Guske II, and Matt Shuler receive no compensation to write about any specific
stock, sector, style, or theme.
Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and StockTwits for real-time alerts on all our research.
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Footnotes adjustments matter. We are the ONLY source.
We provide ratings, models, reports & screeners on U.S. 3,000 stocks, 700 ETFs and 7,000 mutual funds.
HBS & MIT Sloan research reveals that:
•

Markets are inefficiently assessing earnings because no one reads the footnotes.

•

Corporate managers hide gains/losses in footnotes to manage earnings.

•

Our technology brings the material footnotes data to market for the first time ever.

Combining human expertise with NLP/ML/AI technologies (featured by Harvard Business School), we shine a
light in the dark corners (e.g. footnotes) of hundreds of thousands of financial filings to unearth critical details.
The HBS & MIT Sloan paper, Core Earnings: New Data and Evidence, shows how our superior data drives
uniquely comprehensive and independent debt and equity research.
This paper compares our analytics on a mega cap company to other major providers. The Appendix details
exactly how we stack up.
Learn more.
Quotes from HBS & MIT Sloan professors on our research:

Get better research:
“…the NC dataset provides a novel opportunity to study the properties of non-operating items disclosed in 10Ks, and to examine the extent to which the market impounds their implications.” – page 20

Pick better stocks:
“Trading strategies that exploit cross-sectional differences in firms’ transitory earnings produce abnormal returns
of 7-to-10% per year.” – Abstract

Avoid losses from using other firms’ data:
“…many of the income-statement-relevant quantitative disclosures collected by NC do not appear to be easily
identifiable in Compustat…” – page 14

Build better models:
“Core Earnings [calculated using New Constructs’ novel dataset] provides predictive power for various measures
of one-year-ahead performance…that is incremental to their current-period counterparts.” – page 4

Exploit market inefficiencies:
“These results … suggest that the adjustments made by analysts and Compustat to better capture core earnings
are incomplete. Moreover, the non-core items identified by NC produce a measure of core earnings that is
incremental to alternative measures of operating performance in predicting an array of future income
measures.” – page 26

Fulfill fiduciary duties:
“An appropriate measure of accounting performance for purposes of forecasting future performance requires
detailed analysis of all quantitative performance disclosures detailed in the annual report, including those
reported only in the footnotes and in the MD&A.” – page 33-34
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DISCLOSURES
New Constructs®, LLC (together with any subsidiaries and/or affiliates, “New Constructs”) is an independent organization with no management
ties to the companies it covers. None of the members of New Constructs’ management team or the management team of any New Constructs’
affiliate holds a seat on the Board of Directors of any of the companies New Constructs covers. New Constructs does not perf orm any
investment or merchant banking functions and does not operate a trading desk.
New Constructs’ Stock Ownership Policy prevents any of its employees or managers from engaging in Insider Trading and restricts any trading
whereby an employee may exploit inside information regarding our stock research. In addition, employees and managers of the company are
bound by a code of ethics that restricts them from purchasing or selling a security that they know or should have known was under consideration
for inclusion in a New Constructs report nor may they purchase or sell a security for the first 15 days after New Constructs issues a report on
that security.

DISCLAIMERS
The information and opinions presented in this report are provided to you for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered
as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities or other financial instruments. New Constructs has not take n any steps to ensure
that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor and nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal,
accounting or tax advice. This report includes general information that does not take into account your individual circumstance, financial
situation or needs, nor does it represent a personal recommendation to you. The investments or services contained or referred to in this report
may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about any such
investments or investment services.
Information and opinions presented in this report have been obtained or derived from sources believed by New Constructs to be reliable, but
New Constructs makes no representation as to their accuracy, authority, usefulness, reliability, timeliness or completeness. New Constructs
accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the information presented in this report, and New Constructs makes no warranty as to results
that may be obtained from the information presented in this report. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of
future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Information and opinions
contained in this report reflect a judgment at its original date of publication by New Constructs and are subject to change without notice. New
Constructs may have issued, and may in the future issue, other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the
information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared
them and New Constructs is under no obligation to insure that such other reports are brought to the attention of any recipient of this report.
New Constructs’ reports are intended for distribution to its professional and institutional investor customers. Recipients who are not
professionals or institutional investor customers of New Constructs should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor prior to making
any investment decision or for any necessary explanation of its contents.
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any
locality, state, country or jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which
would be subject New Constructs to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.
This report may provide the addresses of websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to New Constructs own website material,
New Constructs has not reviewed the linked site and takes no responsibility for the content therein. Such address or hyperlink (including
addresses or hyperlinks to New Constructs own website material) is provided solely for your convenience and the information and content of
the linked site do not in any way form part of this report. Accessing such websites or following such hyperlink through this report shall be at
your own risk.
All material in this report is the property of, and under copyright, of New Constructs. None of the contents, nor any copy of it, may be altered in
any way, copied, or distributed or transmitted to any other party without the prior express written consent of New Constructs. All trademarks,
service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of New Constructs.
Copyright New Constructs, LLC 2003 through the present date. All rights reserved.
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